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1 [401]. $19$ [1563, 1463, 1670, 1731, 1795, 1506].


**PANDA** [418].

cyber
[698, 1344, 906, 398, 866]. cyber-physical
[134, 398, 866]. cyber-security [698].

cyberinfrastructure [1317]. cycle
[196, 1465, 1729]. Cyclic [449, 538].
cyber-physical [1344, 398, 866].
cylindrical [1369]. cuts [1671].

Cyclic [449, 538]. Cylinder [1369].

Cylinder-lamina [1369]. D-bar [1703].

D-Cov19Net [1670]. D-Grid [127]. D3Q19
[1194]. DAEs [105]. DAG [853]. dam [627].
damage [462, 1520, 749, 492]. damaged
[1412]. damped [1092]. damped-wave
[1092]. damping [270]. Data
[164, 1431, 138, 295, 639, 475, 620, 1212, 1782,
1494, 633, 1595, 1243, 1153, 712, 823, 902,
1164, 1220, 431, 197, 664, 1183, 1353, 719,
1068, 1463, 1598, 1806, 1652, 1341, 1155, 1293,
1484, 1501, 1229, 1719, 1764, 574, 1460, 482,
428, 1507, 1402, 744, 627, 1451, 1789, 1610,
219, 851, 220, 1279, 1795, 133, 959, 1667,
1359, 740, 1486, 763, 1608, 697, 156, 1055,
262, 360, 909, 1158, 759, 1650, 1649, 1347,
837, 497, 828, 1329, 1552, 1664, 1627, 771,
907, 150, 1300, 1354, 677, 208, 1429, 996, 300,
1285, 860, 1647, 1526, 518, 1052, 1286, 1427].
data
[1304, 879, 1296, 1374, 1559, 839, 1810, 199,
1303, 1521, 1087, 1665, 130, 865, 954, 1642,
861, 377, 802, 1661, 1327, 864, 491, 1196].

Data-assimilated [639]. data-based
[1304]. Data-Brain [1212]. Data-Driven
[138, 1153, 1595, 712, 1220, 1460, 1451, 156,
1650, 1300, 677, 1052, 1374]. data-flow
[1486]. databases [1294, 1408]. Databfying
[1767]. dataset [1138]. datasets
[835, 264, 1362, 1746, 113]. Day [277].

DEA [1132, 659, 608]. deadline [1385, 606].
deadlock [178]. Dealing [1174, 264, 646].

Death [528]. debugging [238]. December
[40, 90]. decentralised [1053].
decentralized [1762, 1774]. Decision
[805, 617, 1174, 125, 470, 391, 523, 706, 743,
146, 209, 333, 124, 1774, 1748, 932, 789,
1386, 1637, 394]. decision-making
[391, 1774, 1748]. decisions [267].
declustering [1081]. Decomposition
[543, 288, 817, 431, 447, 1215, 152, 1598,
1104, 1080, 187, 1524, 738, 460, 1205, 1480,
150, 1097, 541, 807, 1580, 1002, 1007, 1517,
1611, 1063]. Decomposition-based [543].
decoupling [273]. Deep
[872, 1645, 1658, 1563, 1379, 1023, 1412,
1593, 1781, 1343, 1360, 1589, 996, 1335, 1287,
1626, 1689, 1436, 905]. Deep-ASL [1436].
Deep-learning [1658]. deepening [1820].
deeper [1708]. default [1381, 757]. defect
[408]. deficit [1120]. defined [696, 740].
definite [149]. definition [266, 326].
deformation
[1674, 923, 1786, 1780, 387, 1117, 1643].
degeneration [616]. degradation
[537, 1017]. degrading [388, 814]. degree
[1746, 595, 415, 1114, 469, 140, 1701].
degrees [1165]. dehydrogenase [287].

DEIM [604]. delay [1470]. delayed
[946, 1732]. delays [174, 350, 1531].
delivery [1445, 20, 119]. demand
[1753, 775, 540, 1357]. demands [1047].
demixing [704]. Democracy [1772].
democratic [1477]. demographic
[1200, 1336]. Demonstrating [899, 1485].
Dempster [1269, 1058]. denoising [581].
dense [787, 857, 1094, 218]. Density
[332, 1669, 935, 435, 1395]. Density-based
[332, 1669, 923]. dental
[124]. departments [637]. dependency
[436]. dependent [1818, 642, 1192, 116,
1746, 1119, 49, 63, 387, 1343, 1117, 1568].
depicting [491]. Deployment [419].
deposition [499, 1133]. depth
[1271, 1573, 1134]. depth-averaged [1573].
depths [1723]. derivation [592]. derivative
[16, 341, 1418]. derivative-free [1418].

Face [926, 1335, 1287, 664]. Facilitating [1801, 218]. factor [1381, 1455].

Factorization [1773, 621, 1067, 1038, 216, 1622, 925, 846, 690, 838, 1773].

February [1001, 1125, 1258, 1439].

Federated [1707, 1579]. feedback [1054, 1804]. feeding [673]. felodipine [403].

FEM [524, 141, 385, 386, 178, 1616]. FENE [970]. FENE-P [970]. FEniCS [1600].


firefly [777, 869]. firewall [726]. First [1250, 78, 291, 1728, 1031, 599].


flocks [1352]. flood [386, 524, 393]. floods [146, 209, 375]. FLOPs [1400].

FLOPs-efficient [1400]. Flow [1349, 1813, 1528, 1775, 463, 736, 564, 92, 642, 1560, 1040, 1514, 1332, 1311, 522, 1571, 1041, 1421, 1302, 1363, 515, 1660, 381, 1486, 388, 1575, 1711, 1788, 320, 354, 568, 1029, 1532].
GAT [1646]. gates [455, 922]. Gauss [650, 1403].
GCR [102]. GEMFsim [685]. gene [1127, 1640, 243, 259, 836, 1642, 1473].
gene-therapy [243]. general [551, 1089, 927, 1223, 1002, 991, 994].
generated [16, 523]. Generating [613, 190, 1803, 544, 50, 88, 837].
Generation [668, 293, 1494, 257, 1259, 1255, 522, 1710, 1600, 1508, 1449, 1280, 699, 713].
good [136]. goods [117]. Gordon [1698, 1651, 163]. governance [1790, 118].
Graph-based [1331]. Graph-grammar [1615]. graph-theoretic [1732]. graphene [834, 455]. Graphic [781]. graphical [981].
groundwater [1574, 614]. group [1049, 1518, 333, 443]. group-based [1049].
grouping [1526]. growing [780, 618, 967]. growth [38, 374, 1370, 1126, 134, 1382, 1770]. growth-based [134]. Guadiana [1182].
gyroscopic [1286].
half-linear [1452]. halted [638]. Hamiltonian [412, 63, 1465]. Hand [101, 881].
Hand-to-hand [101]. Hankel [1773].
happiness [137]. Haptic [1460]. harbour [563]. hard [1415]. hardware [574, 1373].
K-nearest [653]. k-shell [1114].
kill [906]. kinase [287]. kind [1367].
kineomatic [191]. Kinetic [1128, 1558, 1401].
kineics [737, 1117]. KL [1536].
KL-divergences [1536]. Klein [163, 1698, 1651]. kMC [1080]. kNN [443].
knowledge [1451, 599, 422, 827, 789, 871, 991].
kriging-based [325]. Krylov [1299, 1403].
Kutta [1403].
label [507, 785]. labeling [1436]. labor [1614]. LACE [1429]. LAD [1795].
Lamé [1356]. lamina [1369]. LAMMPS [782].
Land [475, 1221, 1184, 1208, 716].
landmark [664]. lane [1491, 1755].
language [503, 1710, 934, 638, 1058, 1207, 586].
large-eddy [970]. Large-Scale [1713, 1008, 428, 1065, 1027, 1404, 1571, 1362, 1284, 1718, 1487, 1043, 1690, 1539, 103, 35, 945, 1107].
large-scaled [1205]. laser [1051, 111].
laser-induced [1051]. latency [19, 1180].
leader [1647]. Leadership [1733]. leaf [374].
leaping [660]. learn [136, 981, 594].
least-squares [577, 1749]. Lees [1711].
Legendre [1307]. length [668, 795, 514, 1384, 1117].
length-dependent [1117]. Lens [620].
lesions [609]. Lessoning [780]. levee [627, 386, 524]. level [288, 1714, 955, 462, 1271, 737, 1717, 1483, 523, 56, 297, 1574, 1182, 1774, 918, 1700, 335, 1270, 1266, 913].
level-set [737]. leveraging [1742, 1547].
Leverett [160]. Lévy [975, 1024]. lexical
network-based [1640]. networking [827]. networks
Neural [429, 1557, 1527, 1784, 819, 905, 1090, 1054, 1621, 1446, 1753, 761, 650, 1398, 1412, 1400, 1817, 1149, 1249, 333, 800, 96, 656, 246, 1360, 511, 1335, 1287, 619, 1531, 1444, 880, 917, 991]. Neuro [1237, 1626].
Neuro-Fuzzy [1237, 1626].
networks [1120, 1495].
nonlinear [616, 1379, 577, 139, 1261, 884, 1685, 1524, 1754, 1113, 162, 1205, 111, 1337, 1413, 691, 798, 1515, 1063]. Nonlocal [492, 934, 1395]. non-negative [1622].
[477, 404, 1140, 1609, 582, 1436, 903, 714, 391, 687, 1746, 1319, 728, 748, 1143, 1233, 407, 776, 497, 1467, 314, 827, 1626, 1675, 816, 867, 948].
November [329, 421, 526, 711, 963, 1109, 1228, 1417, 1657, 1816]. nuclear [1447, 1079]. number [564, 668, 897, 1336, 1481, 1632, 1286, 1521]. numbers [1265, 1311, 922]. Numeric [516].
Numerical
[1727, 1560, 737, 977, 1469, 808, 141, 1604, 1698, 1309, 757, 162, 562, 988, 1337, 61, 691, 1340, 877, 1643, 1152, 1198, 1172, 1818, 387, 169, 135, 702, 478, 144, 1162, 1419, 1029, 1401, 702, 577, 1278, 1130, 1241, 1540, 474, 1413, 1533, 1802, 1755, 1671, 1580, 514, 1644, 1586].
Numerically [842]. NURBS [1410, 1356]. NVIDIA [1715]. NVRAM [1043].
NVRAM-based [1043].

O-intensive [1163]. obesity [94]. object [1054, 780, 545, 86, 765, 807].

object-oriented [780]. objective [448, 741, 714, 1013, 1435, 1680, 545, 1576, 243, 1774, 1465, 205, 517, 1653, 1578].

objects [107]. oblivious [1039].


obstructive [1567]. occupancy [117, 324]. occurrences [1176].

Ocean [1172, 994, 1533]. oceanography [341].

October [1101, 1407, 1636]. ODE [1310].

ODEM [1524]. odor [1049]. ODROID [523].


On-line [217]. on-street [920]. one [844, 169, 1484, 409, 360, 1532, 1475, 1432, 1768, 176, 1586]. one-class [1484, 360].

one-dimensional [169, 1532, 1586].

one-sided [844]. one-stage [1475].

one-way [1432, 1768]. Online [1696, 418, 666, 893, 1402, 601, 587, 1140, 935, 718, 932, 521, 1059, 1222, 865, 867, 858].

Ontario [277]. ontological [37]. ontologies [358]. ontology [959].

Open [279, 1051, 1256, 1648, 1520, 1031, 426, 1151, 1537, 1811, 1213]. open-ended [1537].

Open-source [279, 1051, 1648, 1520, 1151, 1811].

OpenACC [1447, 357]. OpenCL [74, 581].


Opposition [717, 660, 975, 1631]. opposition-based [1631]. optic [619].

optical [409, 144, 78, 1712, 155, 740, 702].

optics [111].

Optimal [248, 390, 1280, 252, 1633, 1521, 614, 1666, 250, 1254, 201, 1404, 1150, 153, 1609, 1524, 855, 1458, 1649, 96, 814, 1627, 655, 246, 176, 1570, 613, 1580, 1296, 1367, 861, 1560, 1546].


Optimization [701, 1565].

optimization-based [603]. optimizations [1459].

optimizes [1180, 846, 1594, 1080, 959, 1461].

Optimizer [1081, 809, 315, 975, 898, 1680, 1688, 1492, 474, 1396, 869, 1584, 717, 354].

optimizes [1282]. Optimizing [666, 1514, 1194, 579, 1113, 1262, 1626, 1153, 858, 1342, 799].

option [1119, 1060].

options [632, 1024, 1044, 1518, 928, 756, 1105].

optoelectronic [1581]. orbital [978].

orbits [5]. orchestration [1122, 397].

orchestrations [1181]. order [632, 1585, 1588, 1104, 1620, 761, 1404, 1017, 1261, 1731, 352, 1698, 1786, 1331, 291, 1343, 1389, 1390, 1452, 995, 1582, 1580, 1525, 1060, 1408, 1551, 1651, 530, 350, 1531, 1395, 1077].

ordered [1265, 1625, 1039, 1603].

ordered-fuzzy-numbers-driven [1265].

orders [817]. ordinal [715].

ordinary [1539]. organ [1548]. organic
organising [1053].
organism [1186]. organizations [73].
organizing [799, 85]. oriented
[616, 666, 780, 79, 181, 1475, 1813]. original
[1369]. orthogonal [431, 1205, 1354].
orthogonalization [219]. Oscillatory
[1540, 824]. osseous [535]. osteocyte [1693].
OTM [1546]. our [1790]. outbreaks
[1175, 1724]. outburst [165]. outcomes
[1730]. outer [551]. outlier
[1241, 1226, 839]. output [335]. OutPyR
[1241, 1226]. ovarian [1572]. over-current
[252]. Over-sampling [1484].
overdetermined [1094]. overlap [481].
Overlapping [38, 1691]. Overview
[1324, 551]. oxidative [1083]. oximetry
[1443].
P [970]. Pace3D [822]. package
[358, 293, 1223, 1230, 1559]. packet [150].
packets [20]. packing [612]. PAD [1787].
Padasip [1648]. Page [679, 710, 733]. Pages
[32, 40, 22, 12, 90, 52, 99, 211, 229, 302, 285,
329, 322, 330, 339, 346, 421, 384, 457, 468, 526,
502, 635, 596, 611, 711, 681, 735, 874, 821,
963, 916, 1035, 1001, 980, 1057, 1019, 1046].
pairing [1538, 1188]. Palabos [782].
PalaCell2D [1355]. paleoanthropological
[1023]. PANDA [1393]. pandemic
[1506, 459]. panels [885]. sharpening
[1379]. pantograph [1802]. PAPA [849].
paper [30, 743]. papers [1234, 1338].
parabolic [1585, 1413, 1063]. paradigm
[177, 275, 888, 765, 122]. paradigms [865].
paragraphtvec [1594]. Parallel
[145, 347, 1080, 1127, 738, 1565, 1546, 147,
1016, 373, 364, 686, 150, 677, 9, 93, 1153,
1118, 736, 75, 1013, 887, 1259, 1255, 312,
1503, 1269, 337, 1254, 529, 57, 54, 1192,
1588, 1271, 499, 1075, 702, 1298, 87, 1103,
758, 153, 584, 923, 1654, 1151, 1299, 1302,
786, 220, 313, 822, 592, 1461, 747, 800, 1120,
597, 206, 970, 1142, 1043, 1480, 1535, 1664,
1173, 849, 1590, 149, 108, 1130, 1097, 1371,
368, 232, 1310, 1691, 1270, 1266, 481, 573,
282, 782, 1770, 1653, 856, 581, 1033, 680].
parallel-in-time [1103]. parallelism
[1067, 1038, 472, 56, 1736]. Parallelization
[509, 958, 781, 583, 512, 149, 623, 58, 582].
Parallelized [18, 430]. Parameter
[1714, 348, 241, 54, 1762, 1755, 1658, 1603,
481, 1697, 237]. parameterization [1403].
parameterize [781]. parameterized
[1507, 1343]. parameters
[1805, 163, 1194, 1137, 1358, 84, 1141, 1383].
Parametric [1308, 1178, 1004, 1372, 1557,
1356, 1630, 623, 880, 917, 1505].
parametrization [289, 712]. parareal [602].
park [914]. parking [615, 920, 1107].
Parkinson [1640]. parSRa [780]. Partial
[1329, 43, 1436, 817, 1331, 1419, 1373, 790,
1413]. partial-complete [790]. partially
[555]. participating [566]. Participatory
[1772]. Particle [151, 27, 1061, 224, 1459,
818, 809, 1366, 1137, 1711, 926, 96, 474, 1270,
1266, 869, 1236, 251, 902]. Particle-based
[1061]. Particle-In-Cell [1459, 151, 902].
particles [347, 1252, 983, 74, 1357].
particles-on-demand [1357]. particulate
[567]. partition [1024]. partitioned [1304].
partitioning [1496, 1151, 480].
partnerships [486]. parts [385]. pass [657].
passenger [1204]. passing [1785, 579].
passive [1761, 627]. patch [1498].
patch-based [1498]. patches [303]. Path
[806, 1683, 1434, 1099, 779, 1684, 1690, 1477,
300, 1180, 1052, 1591]. Pathfinder
[1629, 1631]. Pathological [984]. paths
[1681, 613, 1737]. pathways [831, 1451].
patient [745, 1106, 1730, 1793, 130].
patient-specific [745, 1106, 1793]. patients
[49, 1336, 1624, 1497]. pattern
[1779, 1766, 952]. pattern-based [952].
patterned [367]. patterns
[795, 739, 1175, 1540, 258, 1138, 860, 540,
1724, 713, 1665, 377]. PBBBCache [1151].
PCA [1132, 894]. PCA-based [894]. PDE
[702, 1403, 1231, 1498]. PDE-based [702].
schemes
[903, 1089, 1363, 1178, 1091, 160, 1651, 1666].

Scholes [1306], Schrödinger [63].

Sears [1306], Scotland [553].


Scotland [553].

scur [1723], scrambling [674].

search [1282], screening [616, 125, 1740, 432]. sea [1182, 879, 1296].


searcher [1241, 1226]. Sequence [761, 267, 668, 1037, 1423, 953].

seek [257, 1429, 1642]. Sequential [1158, 593].

serial [1084].

Series [1713, 1577, 1090, 1621, 1446, 1764, 1795, 133, 1359, 1566, 904, 709, 1433, 1444, 1729].

serious [275, 594]. server [791].

serverless [1342]. Service [253, 490, 628, 885, 703, 116, 1680, 1047, 181, 705, 643, 913].

service-oriented [181].


Several [540]. severe [276]. Shafer [1058].

shallow [175, 1036, 1557, 505]. shape [663, 1377, 1356, 17, 389, 390].

shape-preserving [17].

Self-calibration [1006].

self-control [13]. self-optimization [1716].

Self-organising [1053].

self-scheduling [1298]. Self-similar [167, 162].

self-stabilizing [530].

Semantic [1594]. Semi [1403, 1064, 680, 1712, 1214, 686, 1755, 1766, 1497].

semi-aggregation [680, 686].

semi-analytic [1712]. Semi-intrusive [1064].

Self-adaptive [1448, 987].

Self-organizing [85].

Self-stabilizing [182]. self-updating [530].

Semi-aware [1594]. Semi-Lagrangian [1403].

Semi-supervised [1214, 1766, 1497].

Semi-Numerical [1755].

sensory [155].

sensitive [895, 1121, 1462, 937, 1160].

Sensitivity [260, 706, 1137, 750, 1523, 361].

Sensor [182, 805, 1150, 36, 1189, 1623].

sensor-based [36].

Semi-colon [905, 1076]. sentiment [905, 1076].

September [211, 322, 384, 502, 681, 916, 1086, 1191, 1388, 1597, 1815].

Seq [1241, 1226].

section [1241, 1226].

sections [1241, 1226].

sections [1241, 1226].

sessions [623].

service-oriented [181].

services [127, 486, 185, 1181, 697, 827, 487]. sessions [623].

sets [682, 509, 550].

setting [1730].

Several [540].

Several [540].

Several [540].

Several [540].

Several [540].

Several [540].

Several [540].

Several [540].

Several [540].

Several [540].
shelf [1753]. shell [738, 1114]. Ship [1820, 1243, 1454]. shock [162].
shocks [521, 167]. shoot [1643]. shooting [1681]. shop [354]. Short
[1713, 1423, 786, 829, 943, 111, 387, 131]. Short-Term [1713, 1423, 829]. shortcut
[682]. shortest [1681]. shuffled [660].
[1819]. Sifting [503]. SigmaEva [320]. signal [1783]. signaling [867]. Signals
[1366, 404, 432, 552, 1370, 1314]. silver [1528, 1365]. silver-based [1365].
silver-water [1528]. SIMD [1197, 203].
similar [162, 167]. Similarity
[1069, 819, 1809, 1726, 672, 1771]. Simple
[1542, 729, 88, 1397]. simplified [192, 1639]. Simplifying [1527]. simulate
[1194, 1149, 1763, 1186, 122, 37]. simulated
[1688, 922, 582]. Simulating
[374, 800, 563, 15, 1163, 1116, 1204].
Simulation
[1151, 598, 1078, 685]. simulators [1460]. Simultaneous [1176, 615, 623]. Sinc [341].
Sinc-Collocation [341]. Sine
[1232, 163, 1799, 1405, 1360]. sine-Gordon
[163]. Singapore [625]. single
[504, 1752, 1178, 1358, 1429, 619, 1511, 1642]. single-cell [1358, 1429, 1642]. single-interface [1511].
single-relaxation-time [1178]. singular
[163, 1002]. singularity [986]. SIR
[1102, 414]. SIR-based [1102]. SIRQV
[351]. SIS [1731, 226]. site [700]. sites
[1225, 932, 408, 709]. situ
[1571, 1552, 1485, 1244, 131]. Six [1165]. size [271, 1384]. sized [1094, 159]. skeleton
[47, 1693]. skeletons [29]. sketches [523].
skiing [506]. skills [477]. skyline [1430].
sleep [1443]. slide [126]. slip [961]. slope
[1455]. slow [629]. sludge [98]. slugging
[276]. small
[966, 845, 729, 7, 206, 1188, 877, 296]. small-scale [877]. small-world [7].
smallest [105]. Smart
[459, 1762, 779, 246, 398, 377]. smart-card
[377]. SmartSim [1533]. Smirnov
[1748]. SOARANN-fuzzy [1748]. Social
Socio [671, 1792, 689]. Socio-cognitive
[1792]. Socio-cognitively [671].
socio-spatio-temporal [689]. Soft
[216, 1751, 1110, 1415, 1786, 1145, 68, 796, 1217, 217]. Software


[608, 1758, 659, 1745, 909]. sustained [419].

T [401, 231]. table [924]. tabular [1598].
Tabulation [1725]. Tailored [1588, 1549].
Taiwan [780]. take [143]. talent [633].
task-based [958]. task-parallelism [1067, 1038]. Tasks [1153, 956, 1005, 1631].
temperature [454, 1158, 1440, 308, 530].
templates [814]. Temporal [1443, 1566, 1146, 689, 943, 1158, 191, 1655, 1724].
tendon [1449]. tensile [61]. Tensor [1715, 1618, 1215, 1353, 516, 1600, 1039].
tensor-based [1215]. TensorFloat [1715].
TensorFloat-32 [1715]. terabyte [1094].
terabyte-sized [1094]. Term [1713, 1423, 885, 829, 1551].
tests [46, 1330]. tethered [1309]. tethered-wing [1309].
tetragonal [78]. tetrahedron [1819]. Text [1464, 242, 503, 650, 661, 943, 1076]. texture [967].
textured [555]. their [201, 831, 1294, 1392, 622].
theoretic [957, 992, 1800, 1627, 1732, 533].
Thermal-aware [606].
thermal-lattice [1201]. thermalized [1569]. thermochemistry [927].
thermodiffusive [311]. thermodynamic [291]. thermophoresis [1788].
thermophysical [493]. thermoplastic [493]. thin [1229, 1573]. things
[136, 1538, 1610, 1602, 1281, 960]. third [352, 1580]. third-order [352, 1580].
three-body [1751, 1618]. Three-dimensional [565, 522, 558, 902, 54, 1738, 1711].
Time-efficient [1582]. time-fractional [1628]. time-harmonic [152].
tinyMD [1373]. tips [1442]. tissue [1503, 1355, 1020, 746, 1786, 1126, 1358].
TransFlowNet [1655]. transform [667, 1452, 617, 1783, 1470].
Transformation [1396, 802]. transformations [1310, 713]. Transformer [1655, 1813]. transformers [1443].
Variance
vacancies
VANET
values
utility
user-oriented
useful
-validation
Validation
validity
Valley
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valued
VanETLayer
VAPER
vapor
variability
variable
Variable
Variance
Variance-reduced
variants
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Variations
varied
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vascular
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